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Cover Photograph.
Rebuilt Bulleid Pacific No.34028 EDDYSTONE arrives at Horsted Keynes with the
Sunday July 22nd Sunday lunch working of the Golden Arrow.
My thanks to David Jones for forwarding this image to share with fellow readers.

Editorial:
Welcome to Coupe News No: 54.
This is your free newsletter of Pullman related news and material.
My thanks to those readers who have supplied articles and photographs which have
been included within this edition.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either by email or printing a copy, to any one you may know who will be interested.

Information Required.
Your editor will welcome information on the Pullman car located on your local
preserved railway or in use as a static Restaurant, for inclusion within your Coupe
News and the Pullman Car Services Archive.
Whilst you are out either on holiday or a day out news on any car seen will be most
welcome for addition within your newsletter.
Information is for sharing - not gathering dust…..
If you have any material for inclusion in No.55, please forward by
August 29th.
Coupe News No.55 will be published on September 1st.
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Editorial Address:
Have you missed a copy of Coupe News, or changing your e-mail address, or wish to
be removed from the mailing list.
Please e-mail to the address below with your request, it’s as simple as that.
Terry Bye
Pullman Car Services
Email: pullmancarservices@yahoo.co.uk

Editors note to the readership.
Coupe News is published on the first of every month, and it appears some readers do
not receive copies as published for one reason or another.
I do get bounce backs advising that an e-mail address no longer exists or the mail box
full.
In the future if by the 5th of each month your copy fails to arrive, please e-mail me and
I will forward to you the missing edition.
If for any reason a publication date can not be met, I will advise the readership.
Thanks
Terry
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We now remember the Pullman car that was allocated the same schedule number as
this edition of Coupe News.
Schedule No:
Name:
Type of Car:
Into Service:
Builder:
Tare:
Covers:

54.
SCOTIA (II).
Parlour.
January 1914.
Cravens Limited at Sheffield.
40t.
26.

1914.

Rebuilt as Kitchen car.

1914-18.

Reserved for the General Staff for travel to and from the Western Front;
those who rode within the car from London to Dover included King
George V, Prince of Wales (Prince Edward) and Lloyd George.
Chiefs of the Admiralty, War Office and some Ministries also made use
of the car.
The train consisted of cars GLENCOE, SCOTIA, HIBERNIA and
ORPHEUS.

1933.

Rebuilt as Composite car with 12 first and 16 third covers.

1937.

Rebuilt to First Class car at PCCo Workshops at Preston Park, Brighton.

Withdrawn: 1960.
Converted to Pullman Camping Coach BR(E) No.CC167.
Located Oulton Broad South 1960 & 61.
Relocated to Corton 1962 to 1965.
Look Back At Pullman.
1927 – July 80 Years Ago.
August 24th. Sevenoaks car CARMEN destroyed in derailment.
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DORIS – Opens to the Public – July 21st 7 22nd - David Jones.

With assistance from several members of the Pullman Society, ‘Doris’ was opened up
to the public on both days of the weekend of the July 21/22 ‘Collectors Fair’, in its
normal position on Platform 1 at Horsted Keynes Station.
The Saturday was dismal with almost continuous heavy rain, resulting in the large
marquee in the top field being overwhelmed with water running down the hill and right
through between the stands causing some visitors to slip over in the mud. A decision
was therefore made to abandon the marquee on the Sunday and try to squeeze all the
traders onto the platforms. The Pullman was unaffected, although a doormat had to be
acquired to prevent mud being trodden in onto the carpet. At least with the art deco
lighting now powered up, everything could be seen clearly in the Car, with many
visitors commenting on the wonderful 1930s ambience.
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The display of table items within the coupe including a lamp from a 6PUL unit, all
loaned by Bob Patterson.
Various displays provided by Pullman Society members included crockery, cutlery,
table lamps, menus and other items laid out in the coupe and on tables. A display of
OO gauge models included the recent Devon Belle Observation Car from Golden Age
Models whose proprietor Quentin Poore unfortunately had one of the display stands
affected by the water in the marquee. Sunday was much better with sunshine nearly
all day and obviously many more visitors including a number of Pullman Society
members. Items being sold in ‘Doris’ included copies of the new Bluebell Golden
Arrow book, which proved quite popular, the VSOE Pullman books and some first day
covers. Membership forms were also given to the more interested visitors, so
hopefully some will join.
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A further table display of items from Brian Kaye with a lamp from Antony Ford.

Bluebell Railway - Marks and Spencer Photoshoot – D.Jones.
The Bluebell Railway’s rake of Pullman Cars was recently used for a Marks and
Spencer Fashion Photoshoot at Horsted Keynes.
Various locations inside and outside the Cars were used to show off new ladies
fashions, the results eventually to be used as display boards in M & S Stores during
the autumn, so worth going into their premises at that time to see the result.
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Southern Electric Group Request.
The Southern Electric Group is currently putting together a book on the 'Brighton
Belle'. We have all of the information we need on the technical and service details of
the 5 Bel units, but what is missing is the human story.
We are requesting the help of readers in sourcing contact with any past drivers,
guards, Pullman Staff or maintenance staff who worked on or with the Brighton Belle
to send us their stories on what life with the Bels was like? Any contributors would, of
course, be able to check the finished product to ensure their piece was correct, and
we would be happy to offer a discount to them once the book is published.
I can be contacted at: 4 Malthouse Cottages,
Wish Hill,
Eastbourne,
East Sussex BN20 9HL
Phone: 01323 502132
email:editor@southernelectric.org.uk
Many thanks
Simon Jeffs
Colne Valley Request.
I enjoyed the latest special edition especially as our “Royal Pullman Car” Aquila was
given such prominence.
However my real request is for information - our C&W team is going to start work on
restoring the doors and ends of Aquila this winter however we have very a very limited
amount of drawings or other information on the ends.
Consequently if any reader has constructional drawings, layouts or other mechanical
detail/drawings of the vestibule layout and construction we would very much like to
have access to them.
We would be happy to pay for postage, to have the drawings copied and returned to
the owners – any help would be much appreciated.
Many thanks Roger Mannion
Event Management & Business Development
Colne Valley Railway
Trading as CVR 2006 Ltd
Castle Hedingham, Essex , CO9 3DZ
Tel: 01787 461174
Email: roger.mannion@colnevalleyrailway.co.uk
www.colnevalleyrailway.co.uk
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The Sandy Show 2007 - Saturday 30th June & Sunday 1st July, Sandy Upper
School, Sandy, Bedfordshire.
Doors opened at 10.30am each day (Closed at 5.00pm Saturday and 4.00pm
Sunday)
Entrance Fees: Adults £4.50, TCS Members and Senior Citizens £3.50
Children (under 16) £1.50, families (2 adults + 2 children) £9.
Reported as the biggest vintage event of the year, the TT and 3mm Scale exhibits
celebrated the 50th anniversary of British TT.
The 3mm layout 'Helston' is well known and respected on the model railway exhibition
circuit and is a model of the GWR station at Helston in Cornwall, which has long since
closed. It has also been featured in Railway Modeller and British Railway Modelling.
Mike Fowler's 'Trains of the '60s' layout, which also featured in British Railway
Modelling, advised as possibly its last show appearance, as Mike says he is going to
sell his superb layout.

Keith Bone’s photograph of Pat Hammonds Pullman Models stand.
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Other layouts/displays previously featured at major exhibitions include Simon
Culverhous's British Minitrix layout and display which was seen at last year's Warley
exhibition at the NEC and 'Bowlers Croft' (Wrenn/Dublo), one of Derek Smith's
layouts. Derek and friends regularly put on displays at major exhibitions including
Warley and Alexandra Palace.

Keith Bone’s photograph of Pat Hammonds Pullman Models stand.

With well over 40 layouts and displays including over 20 traders gave a good selection
across the whole range of toy train and model railway scales which will have satisfied
most people's needs.
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Keith Bone photograph of Pat Hammonds Pullman Models stand.

Travel: There was free parking on the school site which is a few minutes from the A1.
Travelling by train, Sandy station is on the East Coast Mainline from Kings Cross and
Peterborough. It is about ten minutes walk from the station. A vintage London
Transport free bus service to transfer rail passengers to the venue.
The event was sponsored by Bachmann Collectors Club.
Model Railway Express www.mremag.demon.co.uk
Britain's leading FREE online magazine for railway modellers with Daily news,
readers' discussion, model and book reviews, classified ads., etc. Around 2,500
readers per day.

My thanks to Pat Hammond for this article and Keith Bone for his photographs of Pat’s
impressive model Pullman car stand .
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Image: The Swanage Railway.

The Swanage Railway Friday 29th & Saturday June 30th 2007
On Friday June 29th I journeyed across from Portsmouth to Swanage in the company
of my wife Elizabeth, nephew David and his wife Teresa.
Heavy rain showers accompanied us through out the journey to just before arrival at
Swanage.
On the recommendation of Stephen Doughty we stopped at the “Swan Lodge” Bed
and Breakfast. Sue and Bob Payne made us most welcome through out the stay.
How many B&B have a preserved railway line at the bottom of the garden and viewed
clearly from the bedroom windows, just perfect for David and me.
Bob Payne is the leading light in the Drummond Society and a qualified steam
locomotive driver on the Swanage Railway. He enjoys nothing better than being on the
footplate of his beloved M7 0-4-4 Tank No.30053 hauling a train on the Purbeck line
(as above image).
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Within 10 minutes we were all walking down Kings Road West to the over bridge
between Court and Gilbert roads in perfect sunshine that remained with us until
sunset.
The over bridge gives clear views either side of train movements, the north side offers
the locomotive shed with turntable and headshunt with sidings containing a mixture of
coaching and locomotives.
The south side offers unrestricted views of Swanage Station, both idea photograph
points. On the east side of the over bridge is Gilbert road that gives good views of the
station.
Note, car parking is restricted and the nearest long stay car park is available in
Victoria Avenue, which is a 10 minute walk from the station.
If plan you to visit the railway, then a park at ride service is offered from Norden
station (the Swanage Railways present limit of northern operations).
Swanage Station constructed from local stone has been restored into the standard
livery of Southern Region operations of yellow and green.
All the amenities of a terminus station remain on offer. toilets, ticket office, shop and in
the bay platform number 1 a BR Mark 1 Buffet coach offers hot and cold food and
drinks that can be consumed either within the seating of the Buffet coach or the
adjoining Mk coach with tables.
The railway staff were found to be polite, courteous and most helpful throughout the
two day visit, full credit to all involved.
The service on offer to the public on this day was operating to the blue timetable with
one steam locomotive Ex-GWR 0-6-2 Tank No.5619.
(On Friday evenings between April 6th and September 28th a Diesel Multiple Unit
service is available on a near hourly basis from 18.10 hrs to 23.00 hrs from Swanage
Station. The last train departs back from Corfe Castle 23.25hrs arriving at Swanage
Station at 23.42hrs. This service offers holiday makers stopping in either Swanage or
Corfe Castle a chance to sample local restaurants and public houses all evening
without the worry of drink driving).
Saturday dawned in the weather that we in Great Britain has endured since late May
and still with us “Rain”, alas it never cleared all day. But we are British and rain won’t
stop us enjoying a day of Steam and to end with an evening within a Pullman car.
The green timetable was operating with a mix of steam haulage and DMU on offer.
Steam haulage was to behind BR Standard 2-6-4 Tank N0.80104 with Bob Payne at
the controls until just after lunch when he was relieved.
The day was spent traveling the line getting on and off the trains at will, not the
weather to venture to far away to undertake any line side photography, but still
enjoyable.
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An evening aboard the Swanage Railways “Wessex Belle”.

The Wessex Belle Dining Ticket.

The evening had been planned and booked in the cold mid January of this year, with
the menu choice chosen in advance.
Confirmation of received by post with the ticket above and full joining instructions
which advised of parking advice.
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The Menu Cover
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The rear cover of the Menu
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We arrived at the Swanage Station just before 7pm, find the train formation standing in
the platform 2 but at this time without the locomotive.
The trains consist at departure being: -

Locomotive BR Standard 2-6-4 Tank N0.80104.

Above: S21205 – Corridor Brake Second - Lot No.30425 – Met Cam 1958 – 35t
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Above: S4055 – BR Mk 1 Open Second – Lot No.30145 – Ashford/Swindon
1956/7
- 33t.

This coach has been rebuilt to include a Bar and given the name the “Royal Wessex
Bar”.
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Above: Pullman Car No.347 - Parlor Second.
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Above: S3090 - BR Mk1 Open First - Lot No.30472 - BRCW 1959 - 33t.
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Above: S1937 - BR Mk1 Unclassified Restaurant - Lot No.30513 - BRCW 1959/60
- 38t.
This coach has been internally modified to comply with Hygiene standards.
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Above: The 'chef d train' (guard) Martin Trott who is also the Traffic Manager.
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We made our way along platform 2, to be greeted at the access door mid way down
S4055 the “Royal Wessex Bar” by Martin Trott who verified the ticket against his
passenger list and advised we were Car No.347 table number 6.

Above: The interior of S4055 “Royal Wessex Bar”.
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Above: The Bar Staff.
Right to left Simon Moore, alas the second member of staff has not been identified.
Within the “Royal Wessex Bar” we joined a small queue of fellow passengers to order
drinks and wine for dinner and then proceeded into CAR No.347.
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Above: The interior of CAR No.347 clearly showing the two saloons.
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Above: Table number seven set and awaiting its passengers.
As we pulled out of Swanage for the first of two round trips promptly at 7.30pm first
course was served Scallops in Cream Wine Sauce, as traveled towards Corfe Castle
the wet weather of the day remained with us.
First course was cleared at 8pm as we arrived at Norden, the main course of Stuffed
Honey Glazed Pork with Cidar Sauce was now served as we took a breather in
movements for a while at Norden. Alas no chance of going to get that photograph as
the rain was still prevalent outside.
As we enjoyed the main course the train commenced the journey back to Swanage.
We then departed Swanage again with the sweet course being served, and arrived at
Norden at 9.40pm.
Coffee with mints now served as we began the journey back to Swanage, even time
for a Liquer and then to arrive at Swanage at 1040pm, the end of a perfect evening.
And one that I intend to undertake again on my next visit to the Swanage Railway.
My thanks to Martin Trott, Simon Moore, Linda Moore, Andrew Moore Maitre'd (and
Finance Director), Steve Doughty and those members of staff who made the evening
a real evening to remember and those staff we met during the Friday and Saturday
visits to the Swanage Railway a real family Railway.
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Finally, I can recommend the following Bed & Breakfast if you now wish to visit the
Swanage Railway and sample the Southern Steam and Pullman Service.

Car No.14 - Steve Doughty.

No update on restoration, as Steve was busy on washing up duty on board the
Wessex Belle.
Donations to the Pullman restoration project can be made to the Swanage Railway
Trust (Devon Belle Fund), Station House, Swanage, Dorset BH19 1HB
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Tail Lamp.
My thanks to those readers who have contributed to this edition.
Feed back with regard to the “Special Edition” covering George Moon’s trip on the
Bournemouth Belle made the time and effort worth while, and even more so get the
next edition ready for September. But without George Moon it would not have
happened. So many thanks George.
The great thing about going on holiday is you can forget about work for two weeks, but
then when you get back to the desk and switch on the “one eyed monster” to find just
short of 250 e-mails and a list of matters requiring your urgent attention, is it worth it.
Of course it is, for in those two weeks I had the first holiday with both my grand
daughters in Blackpool in the rain. Sitting on a windswept beach between showers
making sand castles, you can’t beat it.
Then return home for a couple of days and then travel to Portsmouth for another
weeks rest with steam and Pullman cars on both the Swanage and Mid Hants
Railways.
The porter’s whistles are now calling to attention along the platform, as your attendant
closes the vestibule door on this edition, we will now get underway to publication.

Remember - “Information is for Sharing – Not gathering Dust”.
T.Bye August 1st 2007.

